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ABSTRACT 
The ambiguity function is derived and its properties useful to 
radar v1aveforrn analysis are investigated. Synthesis of the phase-
modulated vmveform whose runbiguity function is the minimum mean-square 
estimate of some desired ambiguity function is accomplished by expanding 
the phase r11odulation function in an orthogonal series. The a1~biguity 
function, defined as a magnitude, and the value o.f an arbitrary cost 
functional defin(:1d on the ("l:,wd) plane is then expressed in terms of the 
coefficients of the orthogonal series. '11hus, the "optiruum11 1~avef"orm 
can be determ.ined by solving the variational equations for tho 
coef:fici')nts. Numerical exa.'llples are presented for the case where it 
is desired to minimize the mean-square difference of a desired ambiguity 
.function, J X("l:', 'tvd)l, for some region of the ("'1:.-tid) plane. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A useful qualitative measure conceived by 1;-Toodward. 1 o£ a radar's 
abil:tty to distinguish bet~tJeen different time delayed and doppler 
shi£ted versions o£ the received radar signal is the ambiguity function. 
As in the picture belolr, if 'j'(t.w0 ) represents the transmitted signal. 
then the return signal from the target of interest will have ,_~·ith it 
an associated doppler frequency shif't and time delay. An um-;>anted 
target or background clutter 't.-Tlll also give a return signal which wi.ll 
have an associated tL-rne delay dif£ering from the primary target by -,;: 
and doppler shift dif'fering from the primar,y targGt by wd• Sinca the 
receiver must discern between targets of interest e.nd un~·ranted returns. 
the radar signal must have the property of being as different as 
possible at the associated time delays and doppler shifts of the desir~d 










1AJ.l numerical. superscripts refer to the corresponding reference in 
the Bibliography. 
The classical problem in radar -vraveforrn design is to synthesize 
a v~veform which has an associated ambiguity function of a specified 
magnitude on the ("t', wd) plane. Since the class of functions \·Thich are 
knov.'l'l to be realizable as ambiguity functions is restricted in that 
all conceivable ~~biguity surfaces cannot be generated by analytical 
functi.ons, it is highly desirable to be able to detenTiine thG i·raveform 
which gives the "optimum" realizable estimate to the desired ambiguity 
2 
function. An analytical method is presented here for finding the phase-
modulated \'rave form v1hich yields an ambiguity function that is the 
minimum meo.n-square estimate of' the desired ambiguity function over :;:..ny 
specified region of the c~,wd) plane. 
In the past, the most cornmon approach to the radar design problem 
has been analysis, rather than synthesis oriented. That is, a 1-Javeform. 
is chosen and from it an ambiguity function is calculated. If the 
detection, resolution, and accuracy requirements are not satisfied, the 
-v:aveforrn is m:Jdified and the process repeated. If a large t.ime-bandi·;idth 
. d th th d f t t. h 6' 8 , 17 f 19 b, t d . ~s assume , e me o o s a 1ona17 p ase ena ~es he cs~gner to 
specify the ambiguity magnitude along the time-delay axis f'or a class 
of desired ambiguity functions whose 5Urfaces can be described by 
analytic functions of time and .frequency. But this approach lacks 
control of the function off the rod.s. Sussman2 presents a mGthod o.f 
realizing complex valued a111bie;nity functions and uses this technique as 
the basis for an iterative app1~ach to the approximation of the absolute 
value of the ambiguity function; however, this method does not synthesize 
the magnitude of the function as specified in the design criteria. 
Since most modern high performance rada1~ should operate in 
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saturation for a signl..ficant po!"tion of the tL"lle in order to maintain 
maxim1un average power, amplitude modulation will be discarded, and only 
pure phase modulation considered. Thus, the optimum phase modulation, 
¢(t). will be eJCl)anded in tenns or a set or orthogonal. "gate'' functions, 
r/>i ( t), 1-rhere 
0 S t S T. 
The quality of performance of the synthesized modulated radar 
waveform ~~1 be measured by an expression kno~1 as a cost function, 
which 1-rill indicate the "expense" of error in the estimate of the 
desired ambiguity function. Thus, the set of coef"ficients , 
~ = (a1, a2' ••• , an), 
1-rill be :round such that the cost function 
is a minimum, vrhere f(t',wd) is the square of the desired. ambiguity 
function magnitude and D is any arbitrary domain. The solution is 
A 
accomplished by finding f('l:,wd), the magnitude o£ the ambiguity function 
of the signal, u(t), in terms of~· .The cost function, J, can now be 
derived for certain forms of g(f - f)' such as g = (f - r) 2 or 
g = If - P 1. The stationary values of the cost function can be round 
from the variational aquations for J. This set of non-linear equations 
can be solved iteratively by the Newton-Raphson technique for the 
optimum ¢(t). In addition, a pattern search process3 is included to 
augment convergence, and to incorporate further refinement to the 
phase modulation function. 
To obtain the best detection, resolution, and measur..:·!n.ent 
capabilities of the radar, the difference between delayed and doppler 
shifted v-ersions of the return radar signal are rnaxilnized directly 
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by rede£ining the cost function to minimize the volu~e under the 
ambiguity surface for various regions of the ('l:',Hd) plane. Numerical 
examples are presented for the case t-rhere the desired ambiguity function 
is specified as being zero in some region of the plane, and the results 
compared to those obtained by considering pseudo-random binary coded 
phase-modulated waveforms. 
s 
II. DE:tiV.\'riON OF TEE Al-:BIGUITY FUNCTION 
The ambiguity function is designed to measure the resemblance 
bet"t.;reen received radar l·raveforms which are dif.ferent delayed and 
doppler shifted returns o.f the transmitted signal. For greatest dis-
crimination at ·the receiver, the r.1ean-square di.fference bet,-.reen the 
signals must be maximized. 
If the radar receiver is matched to the return of the primar.y 
target, using complex notation its signal waveform is represented by 
1-rhere w0 is ·the carrier frequency and the signal modulation. function, 
u( t), consists of both 2!ilplitude and phase, 
u(t) = a(t)ej¢(t). 
The doppler shifted and delayed return signal from. an undesired target 
or clutter, relative to the primary target ~nll be: 
'I'• {t) = u(t _ -c)ej{wo - Wd) (t - '1:). 
The energy difference between the desired ·complex signal, 'V{t), 
ar.d the clutter signal, '-J'' {t), to be maxi:nized is defined as, 
Since ~(t)- ~'(t) is complex, its magnitude squared ~~11 be itself, 
multiplied by its own complex conjugate: 
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Expanding the equation, 
l'+'(t) ... ~· (t)l 2 = Y'(t)'l'*(t) + 'V' (t)'f'~(t) - '¥(t)'f'*(t) - '¥-:r(t)'¥1 (t} 
= j'JI(t)J 2 +l'¥r(t)l 2- E_y(t)\f"*(t) +'V*(t)'¥'(t~ • [1] 
But because 
'f'*(t) = u*(t)e-jwot = a(t)e-j ~ot + ¢(t~ 
'¥' * ( t) = u* ( t - '"(;) e-j (tol'o - 't·J'd) ( t - '1:) 
= a(t - '"t:)e-j KHo - nct) (t -I:) + ¢(t - ~~. 
the last term in [ 1 J ·t-:ill expand to 
['+'(t)'-Y'""(t) - ~*(t)'f'1 (t8 = a.(t)a(t- ~)ej &ot + ¢(t~. 
0-j Evr0 - 1·rd) (t - 't:) + ¢(t _ 't'~ + 
a(t)a(t - "t")e-j ~ot + ¢(t~ ej E't-Jo - vrct)(t -'1::') + ¢(t -1::~. 
I£ 
¢'(t) =Eo~0t + ¢(t)- (vr0 - ''~d)(t -'1::) + ¢(t -'t], 
• 
~(t)~ *(t) ... '-l-*(t)\.¥1 (t~ = a(t)a(t -'1:") ~j¢' (t) + e-j¢' (t~ 
= a(t)a(t - ""t;) ~Cos¢' (t) + jSin¢ 1 (t) - jSin¢' (t~ 
= a ( t) a ( t - '1::) [?Co s¢ ' ( t iJ • 
Thus, 
Now, 
For 2 , the mean-square energy dif.ference, to bG as great as 
posstble, the last term must be minimized. Examining this term, 
1 
zRej_4~*(t)\\l' (t)dt. = 2Rel-+~*{t)e-j1.votu(t - ~)ej(t-Io - 't-td)(t - ~)dt 
- oo -co -+01) 
= 2Re e-j(wo -'t-rd)ft.IOu•(t)u(t -~)ejwdtdt [3] 
Expression [3 J is a rapidly oscillating £unction of ~due to the 
carrier; therefore, it is the modulus of the function that must be 
minimized. 2•3 Classically, the complex integral in[J]has been 
defined as the ambiguity function, 
From the above derivation, it is se~n that the qualitative usefulness 
of the ruabiguity function to signal design theo17 must involve the 
magnitude of· the integral in [ 4 J and thus, the necessity for synthe-
sizir.g some form of the modulus of the function becomes apparent. For 
waveform synthesis purposes, it is arbitrary whether ambiguity be 
thought of in conjunction vnth the magnitude or squared magnitude of 
the expression. Certain properties, hov;ever, can be associated with 
f('t:',wd) = lx(.,;,wd)l 2 =l.[:u•(t)u(t -~)ejHdtdtl 2 • [s J 
such as the radar uncertainty principle stated in the following section. 
The shape of the ambiguity function is usually determined by a plot of 
[5 J over ~and wd• and this representation is called the ambiguity 
diagram. It should be noted that all references to the 11 a.'1lbiguity 
function" in this paper will refer to a form, particularlY, IX{~,wd) I 
2 . 
or IX("':,Wd)l , .ot the complex-valued .function, X{-,:,.vrd)• 
The expression for the modu1us of the comp1ex function, stated as, 
8 
has been nor.ua.lized by a factor of 1/2(signa1 energy) and can be 
interpreted as the matched filter output of a signal mismatched to it 
by some amount in frequency, wd• 
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III • RADA.'i. UNCZ.1TiJN rY PRDICIPLE 
An important concept) ·in radar anlbizuity. theory st.:1.tes simply that. 
the volume under the entire ambiguity surface :l.s a constant and equal 
to: 
J J Jx("t,wd) 12d-tdud = lx(o,o) J2 = 4(signal energy} 2 
Wd ""G 
This relationship can be show..n in the folloH·ing manner (See Referenca 
3, pages 213-214). 
vThere t1 and t 2 are dummy variables. Ther:?.fore, 
Rearranging the order of integration, 
J Jix('r,vrd) 1 2d~dwd = 
wd 'l: JJ+coJ+00u(t1) u*(t1 -'l:) u•(t2)u(t2 -'"'>£:"" ejwdCt1 -t2)d.,ddt1dt2d 
-.» -oo - oo 
But 
So novr, 
In the first integral, replace (t1 -~)by x: 
X = (t1 -"r) 
'T: = t 1 - X 
d't" = -dx. 
For the limits, when 
'l: = -oo, 
x=+«>, 
and when "C' = + oo , 
x =-co 
The first integral 1dll be 









and because £'(1: ,-t-rd) = I X(t', wd) 12 is norrn.alized to 2( signal energy), 
lx(o,o)l 2 = 4(signa1 energy) 2 • 
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IV. Al1.BIGUITY, ACClfJ.~.l' .. CY, Al\D RESOLUTION 
'rho usefulness of the ::tr.lbiguity function is prevelent in three 
major practical aroas of radar design: ambiguity in detection, 
ac.:~ttr.:..cy, and resolution. From its definition and derivation, tho 
ambiguity function is seen as a measure of the "unlikencsstt of received 
radar wavcforrr.s .from moving targets, and can be pictured as the matched 
filter rcsDonse of rcceiv~d signals i"lhich are mismatched to i.t by some 
amount in froquGncy. 
As -...:rill be seen in the ensuing discussion, ambiguity will apply to 
the inability t.o determin<: the location of a target b'=:tcau::>e of apparent 
r:ml tiple returns of nu1r equal magnitude from thG same target; accuracy 
·Hill refer to the ffi('3asurcment err.or of that range and velocity; and 
resolution 'Hill rela'l:.e to the discernment of r11Ul tiple targets. 
A. Ambiguity 
From the ambiguity :function and from its corresponding &..'Tibiguity 
diagram, it can be readily seen that side lob::;s in the ambiguity sur-
face, which are nearly equal in nagnitude to the rr:ain peak, at other 
doppler shifts and time delays could easily cause apparent target 
responses in the presnece of noise. For instanca, th~ ambiguity function 
shown in Figures Jb and Jc, pp. J4,J5 of this paper, has a side lobe ~nth 
a magnitude only 4 d(scibels belovr the principal peak. A noise or clutter 
level of 4 decibels or greater at tho delay and doppler of the lobe will 
cause a response that will be nearly impossible to discern from thQ 
primary response. 
The problem becomes ~~rse for a pulse train, as tho principal · 
1J 
peak 1-rill repeat itself and will thcrcf()re give periodic rcs;J:)n~es of a 
high magnitude from a sin:;le tarr;et. HoHever, for the :nost p.s.rt, the 
pulse spacing \·rill be determined I·Ti th this in mind; as a result, the 
prox:L'tlal side lobes 1-:ill be the major consideration in the r2duction 
of possible runbiguities. 
B. Accuracy 
Given that a desirable target is detected by its primary response, 
the range and velocity can only be determined with some error. This 
error in measurement ·Hill be proportional to the dimensions of the 
cantral spike of the a.--:1biguity surfc.cc; that is, the lare;er the area 
of the spike, the less accurate the measurement. If the res~")onse is 
viewed as the envelope of the matched filter output, it is obvious 
that for a response that falls off sloHly in doppler and delay, it 
would be difficult to decide 1-.:hether the response 't·ras centered at (0,0) 
on the ambiguity plane, or at some (-c1 ,wd 1 ) close to it. 
C. Resolution 
The rc~solution problem, ho,.,.ever, involves mor.3 than merely the 
dimensions of the central response peak of the a:-:1biguity function. 
Because more than one target must noH be considered, the a.'1lbigui ty 
functions of the desired ulus the undesired targets MUst be added by 
superposition. Resolvability can occur only 1rrhen the peak res~Jonse of 
the target appears above th3 clutter resp;Jnses of the undesirable 
targets at that range and velocity. If the cL1tter targets are of 
large enough radar cross section, it is possible that the principal 
14 
response of t'ha desired tart;et could be entirely masked by th<.~ umrJanted 
responses of the clutter. 
D. Resolu-tion/ Accuracy and Ambiguity Trade-off 
Significant improvements can be made in resolution by "t-:aveform 
design, but as 't-:ill be seen, only at the e),..--pense of accuracy, increaoed 
ambiguities, or both. The only method to c:Jmpletely eliminate a11 
ambiguity within the expected target space, and thus give perfect 
resolution, 't·::)Uld be to pulse the radar. As previously stated, this 
will produce periodic a:nbiguous spikes of appreciable rnagnitude. 
Ho't·;ever, if the ra.dar is not "9Ulsed, the only iJ:provement in resolution 
that can be made is the minimization of all ambiguity outside the 
region of the ::1ain res~y:;,nse peak at the origin. Because of the radar 
uncertainty relationship (Section IV), this may only be done by in-
creasing the dimensions of the central spike, thereby reducing the 
accuracy of the measurements. Attempts to reduce smaller regions in 
the ambiguity plane ·Hill likely cause· detrimental side lobes to appear 
in the re1:1ainder of the surface. 
1.5 
V. STAT.2~H.SN'r OF THE PR.OBL~1 
As first conceived by \\roodv;ard2 , the classical problem in radar 
V>Tavefo:rm design is to synthesize a vmve.form which has an associated 
ambiguity function of a specifi2d magnitude on the ('t','V1d) plane. Since 
the class of functions l;rhich are kno\-m to be r·ealizable as ambiguity 
functions is restricted, it is desirable to be able to determine the 
waveform which gives the 11optimu.>n" realizable estimate to the desired 
mnbigui ty function. Of tho possible estimation methods, the minimum 
1r.ean-square error criteria v1as chosen for its ease in implementation •. 
An analytical method is presented for finding the phase-modulated 
waveform that is the mini.Inum mean-square estimate o:f the desired 
ambir:;uity function over any specified region of the ('1:",1·:-ct) plane. 
In order to approximate the desired ambiguity magnitude the 
ex-pression for the ambiguity function 1 .... rill be defined as, 
or in the frequency domain, 
as this function contains the properties shmm by the radar uncertainty 
principle that are useful in designing signals. 
The more specific case of synthesizing th~ -v1aveform phase modulation 
to directly maximize the difference between received variations of the 
transmitted signal without regard to the precise "shape" of the 
ambiguity function is accomplished by choosing the .form for the 
~nbiguity ~unction to be, 
If a(t) represents the amplitude modulation and ¢(t) is the 
phase modulation, 
u*(t) = a(t)a-j¢(t) 
u(t - 't") = a(t - '"t')ej¢(t). 
Since most ~odern radar systems should operate in saturation for a 
significant portion of the time, in order to maintain maximum average 
po-...:er, amplitude -modulation 1.dll be discarded, and only pure phase 
modulation considered. Furthe~ore, for uractical considerations 
phase modulation is easier to generate than a.11plitude rr.odulation •• 
'rhus, 
a(t) = a(t -"C) = 1.0. 
In reality, the radar waveform synthesis problem is twofold. 
Before any arbitrary ~nbiguity function ~ay be realized, or even 
estimated, insight into v-1hat allo~-rances can and cannot be made for 
ambiguity in particular applications must be obtained. A proper 
ambiguity function must provide for the maximum detection of thQ 
desired target, 1.-lhile giving the maximum suppression of all unv;ranted 
clutter. The more a priori information available about the expected 
ranges and velocities of the targets, or of the expected "clutter 
space 11 1, the batter a proper am.biguity .function may be visualized; 
therefore, the easier the optimum waveform may be determined. 
16 
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Fro1n the radar uncertainty principle (s~o Part III of' this thesis), 
tha volum:; under the entire ambiguity surface is constant. As the ex-
pcctud clutter space in range and doppler is decreased in size, a 
greater amount of ambiguity may ba erased from the region by successful 
signal design, since the region i·rhere ainbiguity may be tolerated is 
increased. Hov.:ever, if the v-;rave.form designer must rea)_ize signals with 
proper ambiguity surfaces when little a priori kno1dcdge aoout the 
clutter space is assumed, the task v1ill be (within the constraints o£ 
allol·.rabl.c timc-band'l.-li th products): 
1. For stationary targets, rornove the maximum a."ll.ount of 
volume under tho ~mbiguity surface from the range axis, w~thout regard 
to its final pl.s.cement else1-;here. 
2. For moving targets, produce the optimuril estimate to tho 
thur.1btack-shaped ambiguity surface. That is, force a much volume into 
a region around the origin of the ( .,;, 'YTd) plane in accordance with 
tolerable oroximal resolution, and uniformly spread the remaining 
J. 
volume into a low pedestal throughout the rest of' th~ plane. 
The illustrations belo-vr indicate the tv.-o cases. It should be n::>ted 
soma knowledge of tho target and clutter regions 1dll be assumed in 
this work. 
(a) (b) 
Il~ustration 1. (a) 'Region of desired m~n~mum ambiguity ror 
stationary targets; (b) Th~~btack-shaped ambiguity function. 
VI. REVIE"1-l OF PEVIOU3 HETHODS 
In tho past, indirect rasul ts on the synthesis problc:n has been 
prasented in the literature (See References 1-5, 10, 11, 14-16, 18, 
20-23), but the most common ap:)roach has been analysis, rather than 
synthesis oriented. The ambiguity function is computed for a nuntbQr 
18 
of' trial Haveforms, and its behavior is observed. After a vast know-
ledge of the a."Tlbigui ty functions produced by many ~·!aveforrns has been 
attained, a ttgood" vJaveform could be produced for a particular 
application by searching the kno1m pho..se modulation functions until the 
one which ~~uld determine a proper ambiguity function is found. This 
is, of course, the most indeterminate of all methods, as \·;ell as being 
the most i~practical. 
A particular class of ph~se modulation functions, tho pseudo-
random binary coded phase modulated waveforms, 1-\'ere developed by this 
intuitive a9proach. Because of their spike-like autocorrelation 
functions, and b2caus·a their structure closely resarnblcs noise for a 
given time-band-v;idth product, these Havefoms produce reasonable 
ambiguity functions for moving target a?plications. Appendix A 
describes more fully the properties of binary coded phase modulation. 
For waveforms that have a large time-bandwidth product, a more 
deterministic method may be used to s-.tnthesiza the phase :nodulat ..ion 
for a restricted class of ambiguity functions. This approach is 
commonly called the method of stationary phase.8 •6• 17 • 19 The runbiguity 
:function along tha delay axis may be specl.fied by, 
L+CO 2 I X ( 't" t 0) I 2 = I ..;.CD u ( t) u. ( t - 1: ) d t I t 
or, the envelope of the signal autocorrelation .function. If u(t) is 
expressed by its Fourier transform, U(w), tha U(w) may be given as a 
function of its envelope and phase, 
Now, 
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The shape o:f ·the an1biguity function in range can be specified by 
Uenv(w), since I X('C,O) j 2 is not a function of ~(w) in [7] aftor the 
integration. Having determined UenvCt·T) in [ 7] , u(t) may oo cxpl .. essed 
by the inverse Fouri.::~r transform o:f [ 6 J , 
u(t) = L [~(w) ejutdw 
2"«' -co 
By the principle of stationary phase, the value o:f the integral 
[a] 
in[s J 
will be primarily determined in the vicinity of w = 'tr0 , where the phase 
derivative is zero, providing a la~ge t~e-bandwidth signal is assumed. 
Thus, p(w) may be determined from [a], knovnng the envelope of the signal, 
u(t), and Uenv(w). 
Two funda..'11Emtal disadvantages arise iw.mediately from this solution 
to the synthesis problem, First, the class of analytic .functions vThich 
may be used to describe the ambiguity surface in range is quite 
restricted; therefore, the general problem of specifying any arbitrary 
shape for the a~biguity function is not solved. Secondly, only those 
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ca0es -v;hich pertain to stationary tarr;ets can be applied after the 
solution, since no control of I X(t, vTd)l 2 in the doppler direction may 
be obtain0d vTith a stationary phase solution. 
A third ap:-:'roach to the synthesis problem has been set fo1~:ard 
by s. 11. Sussman?. Follo1.rl.ng a method of least-square synthesis 
conceived by vlilcox 12• 13, the absolute value of the desired ar.tbiGuity 
function, defined byjX(~,wd)l, is iteratively ap?roxL~ated by finding 
solutions to the synthesis problem for the complex ambiguity function, 
X('t',Wd), but this method does not guarantee that the best solution :ts 
obtained. 10 . Since only the modulus is of interest, it is the absolute 
value, rather than the complex value of the function, that must ba 
synthesized. 
An optimization synthesis technique Has recsntly published by 
13lau that detennined a frequency-modulated i·:av::;for;n t-:hich appi--oximated 
by t-ionte Carlo techniques the central response peak of an a'llbiguity 
function. 9 Cost functions -.;-:ere utilized to control the remaining 
volum~ in the ambiguity plane. However, this method could not synthesize 
in a deterministic manner both the central and non-central res~onses of 
the ambie;uity function, and like Sussman's method used the cor;lplox 
value rather than tha magnitude of the function. As seen in Part II of 
this thesis, the signal design criteria is based on the minimization of 
the modulus and not the complex value of the function, sinca the (complex) 
function is oscillatory at ·the carrier frequency. Therefore, rnuaningful 
qualitative analysis of' the C8mplex form of' the a~biguity function and 
it's relation to signal waveform synthesis cannot be performed. 
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A. The General Solution 
Tho follOi·ring n1""thod ·is pr,.?s..:nted for the s:r-nthesis of the t·rave-
for.m 'Lvhich gives the "optimmn 11 roa1J .. zable 1?stit1ats to the desired 
mabiguity i'tmction. 
As s.:)cn in Fic:;ure 1 ~ the optimmn phase modulation, ¢ ( t), ;,rl.ll be 
exp:-u:dt3d in term.s of a. set of o1·thogonal 11gate 11 functions, ¢1 ( t), ;;here 
0 ~ t ~ T, 
and 
u (t) b~~in~ the unit step function. 
I I j I I I v (t) I I 
az 
¢ (t): I 
¢(t) ~~1(t.) I aJ I 
a1 I I 
tn=t1 t2 tJ t4 ••• 
t 
t T n 
M=1 2: J' L~ • • • N I 
L_ ~ T~J I I I I I I 
J I ~zW ,} < > ' I i a2 .,...,3 t I I I ! T- I ¢ ( t-'t") I ,'f. (t) I I aJ I I /-' I 
J.,+ ( t) •. :. )4../),.-r: 1 a1 I I 
"1!' I I I 1 a, ¢ (t) I I I 1 l.l- a t 
Figura 1 
Gate Function Representation of Phase Modulation 
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The ambiguity function t-rl.ll be described by 
( ) 2 ( +«J . rt 2 r 't' t'\-ld = I X ( 't" t l>l'd) I = IJ- u * ( t) u ( t - 'C) eJ~ d t I ' 
-co 
where 
is the signal tVcivefor.m. 
The set of coefficients, A= {a1, az, ••• , an} will then be found 
such that the cost functional, 
is a minimum, 11here f(rr, Hd) is the desired a."'lbigui ty function, and D 
is any arbitrary dom3in. The solution is accomplished by i'"inding 
,... 
f(~,wd), the magnitude of the ambiguity function of u(t) in terms of~. 
such that 
" ThG cost function, J, can now be derived for certain forms of g(f - f), 
"
2 I "I such as g = {f - f) or g = f - f • 
In orde~ to min~nize the mean-square difference between the desired 
1\ 1\ 
ambiguity function, f('t',t-:d), and its estimate, f(-t:,wd, ai), g(f - f) 
must be defined as, 
" r: ~12 g(f - f) = ~ - fJ • 
Thus, the cost functional, J, becomes 
2J 
For J to be a minimum, 
. ~JJ= ~~ JITx('"C,wd)l 2 -I ~('t',wd,ai)f~ 2dl:dwd = 0 
aai 'a ai lid 'l:: 
Expanj ing [1 o] by squaring, . 
L[{ J[x(-r:, "d) ] 4d-rdwd - 2 J jl X(-r, wd) j 2 j~('t", wd, ai) j2ct-cdwd 
'd ai E.J"d '1: Wd 1:' 
+ JJ[£(,;,wd,ai)j ~2d-rdw] = 0 
:Wd 1: 1 
Since the derivative ·t.rith respect to a. of the first term is zero, 
1. 
the result is finally, 
/Jix("t"",wd)l 2 2-f~("r,'-fd,ai)J 2ctt:dwd 
wd 't: ~ai . 
- JJi2(rc,wd,Cij_)f 2..:2._f~('t",vrd,ai)l 2 dtt:dwd = 0 [11] 
wd 1: ~ai 
[ ~ ,~ 2 ,~ 12 To solve 11j, only. the unkno~oms X( '1:', Wd, ai) I and ...3!__ X("t", Hd, a1 ) 
'Oai 
need be expressed. Appendix B developes these equations, and the result 
as stated in Equation [B~ is repeated hera, 
J J~ L LfR1 + F~2 + RJ + R4 + R51l f4 ~1 + Q2 + QJ + Ql~l d't"dwd 
wd rc~ n m L 1J ~ n 't jj 
- J flx<'r:,1r1ct> 12 4 LfQ1 + Q2 + QJ + Q41.d-cdwd = o [12] 
Hd 1: ~Td 2 n L J 
If ph:,1·Td,ai) represents the first term in G2], and h(.rr,wd,ai) 
represents the. second term in [12], then the follo';;ing systcn of n'.:>n-
linear equations may be formed: 
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p ( 't'tVTd, a1) h('t",i-Td,a1) = 0 
= p('t:, wd t az) - h(~,wd,a.z) 0 [13] • 
• 
• 
p("t", 'l-Td • an) 
- h("t',~vd,an) = 0 
The solution to the set o~ equations in[9] can be accomplished 
by the well-knoi\rn iterative Ne1.rton-Raphson technique. Hov:uver, because 
convergence to the roots by this method is strongly dependent upon 
initial estimates, and because convergence to a relative minimum 
ra·ther than an absolute minimum, is likely, a pattern sGarch process 
ns outlined in Hilde8 ·is incorporated to augment convergence to the 
absolute minimum, and to add :further refinement to the phase rr.odulation 
:function. Both techniques l-1ill be discussed in greater detail in 
Section c. 
vlhile neither o£ these methods l-rill guarantee an optimum solution, 
at least a rc::lati ve minimum is usually assured by the conve1"gc:nce of the 
Newton-Raphson process.. Con:fidence that the solution might dotcrmine 
the absolute minimum mean square di:fference ·Hill be strengthened by the 
lack of im,?rovemcnt 1d th large and s-:nall perturbations o~ the phase 
magnitude coef£icients in the pattern search routine. The search is 
particularly use£ul when no initial estimate is available. 
B. Solution 1~ben the Desired Ambiguity Function is Identically Zero. 
The above solution describes the most general synthesis problem. 
From the development of the a111biguity function, it is the modulus of 
the complex .function, I X(.,;,wd)l , that must be minimized in some regi.on 
o.f ·-c and W'd in order to obtain the maxir.mrn difference ootw-een received 
versions of the radar signal. Althouch it repre~ents a less ::;encral 
approach in tha.t the ability to "shape" the function is lost, a more 
practical synthesis procedure may now be for1nulatcd by defining ·the 
cost .function to minimize the mean squared di:f:ference be!tvJeen a 
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dif£erent .form of the ambiguity function, described by IX(~,wd)l, and 
a de sired axnbigui ty :function that is identically zero in some region 
The-desired &~biguity function is specified as being zero and the 
cost functional, J, to be minimized may be redefined as 
there.f'ore, 
.f'or all i = 1,2, ••• ,n 
As will be seen below, this is equivalent to minimizing the volume 
under the ambiguity surface over a given region. A useful analytice~ 
expression .for the volume under the ambiguity sur£ace over any 
arbitrary domain in range and doppler may· be easily deten1ined from 
part of the derivation for the general solution above. Appendix 0 
shows this development and the resulting expression as stated in 
Equation [ c{) . The expansion of G s] is found in Appeniix D and is 
given by Equation [n!]. 
As before it is now possible to .fonn the set of equation having 
tho .form of [n~ . 
g1(ai) = ~ JJIQ("''v7d,a1 )1 2d't'dl-rd = 0 
-aa1 wd 'l: 





These equations are solved for the optimum phase modulation function 
for several cases of interest in the Results in the same manner as 
those equations derived for the general solution. 
C. Computational. Hethods 
Th~ key to the solution of tho synthesis F.quations [ 1 ~ and [15] 
are the expansions ·{:hich can be seen in Equations GzJ and [c'!]. For 
computational purposes, Equation ~2] can be expressed in the fol'"Ill 
+ KJM Cos{Ab_ - Ak) + K11HnmSin(A.n - Am) .~:.nrn 
+ Kmnmsin(A, ~ A,l,.) + K~n..,sin(~ ~ ~>}. 
\-there the KHnm' s contain integrals of the form: 
and 
.GaJ 
w2 r: J f Cos f!(tn• "tmh-t dwd, 
w1 ----
wdP 
where p is an integer. Equation [c~ can be expressed 1n a simUar 
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r.1anne:A." although sorre of the coefficients Hill be zero. 
Tha expressions in [1s] may be integrated over an arbi trar-.r region 
of wd ~~th high accuracy on the digital co~puter by expanding the 
integrand into a series and integrating term by term. To compl~te tha 
integ1·ation for the volu.."'le over a desired region of -e, the ter:ns must 
be summed over 1'1, m, and n, as seen in Equation [17]. Thus, the regions 
to be minimized are rectangular; hovrever, as the number o£ coefficients 
incr8ase, th~ dimensions of the increment in~ become smaller, allovnng 
accurate approximation to any non-rectansular shaped region by su..>"P..ming 
a n11mber of smaller regions. 
Phase functions formed by a discrete code made up of a sequence of 
constant phase magnitudes can be solved exactly using this representation. 
Furthermore, phase modulation functions that are smoothly varying, in 
that they do not have a constant phase for any period of time, can also 
be approximated by using a large nmnber of phase magnitude coefficients. 
The Nev~on-Raphson method of solution for the set of Equations 
in ~6] may be incorporated in the following manner. Suppose that 
x 1 = a 1 + h 1, where a 1 is the initial estimate of the root, and h1 is a 
small increment. The Taylor series expansion for g(x1) is, 
If h 1 is small, the higher ordered terms may be neglected: 
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and h1 may be determined by 
Thus, the set of' Equations, 
g1 (ai) = 0 




gn(ai) = o, 
m.ay be solved :for a1, a2, ••• , ~ by f'~nding ·successive corrections, 
hi' to the initially est~~ated roots in the follo,~ng matrix equation. 
a g~ {ail ...!£t{ai.l • • • a g3 ~ill- h1 -g1 (ai) 
aa1 -aa2 --~ 
'd_e2.(cl a gz~aj} • • • ~ g2 {ail. hz -gz(~) 
a a 1 aa2 a~ = 
• • 
• • 
• • ~l~l . .i_go{aj ~ • •• a p~{ai.l ~ -gn(ai) 
a a1 .a a2 ~an 
The pattern search technique8 is one of many types o:f optintal 
root s0e~ing methods :for a set of non-linear equations that are a 
function of m.ore than one variable. The ul tim.ate goal of' the search 
is to .fir.-d those phase maenitude coefficients, ~ = {a1, a2, ••• ·, an}• 
such that convergence in the Newton-Raphson process is assured. 
Furthermore, the fluctuations induced in the phase function must be 
both large and small in order that the solution determined is not just 
relatively better (that is, it produces a smaller cost .function) than 
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all solutions ncar it, ·t-.T\"lile s·till not being the solution that. deter-
rn.ines the absolute, or global, minimum of J; that is, J(a1•) ~ J(a.1), 
i = 1, 2, •••• n, where ai~ is the optimum phaso coeffici~nt. The 
initial phase function can be expressed by 
... ' 
The perturbations of the phase magnitude coefficients may be made 
variable by multiplying the change, Cl", by a variable, y, such that 
B-i' = ~ + Yi<l• 
The coe:fficients, ll• are fluctuated until for each ai, some oCi = y 16 
is found that "tnll be a."l improvetnent to the solution. Thus, the new 
solution Hill be 
The original cost functional, J, was to be minimized and resulted 
in an expression, 
AJJ= g(ai) = 0 
'3ai 
fo1• all i = 1, 2, ••• , n. 
I£ g(a1) is pictured in n-dimensional space as a function of the 
cooffici~=.mts, .!!• the solutions found by the pattern search will follow 
a path to,.;ard the minimum. Thus, the best solution is al1.-.rays main-
tained and the process is repeated until the integrated cost functional, 
the volume, m~ be no longer decreased. 
VIII. RESUL'fS 
A digital. computer program,· pictured schematically in Figure 2, 
was r~itten to solve for the set of phase magnitude coefficients a 
. -· 
JO 
which will minimize the volume over some region in the ("t",l-td) plane. 
Using both the iterative Ne-vrton-Raphson process and the pattern search 
technique, optlmurn -vraveforrns of small time-bandwidth products were 
synthesized which minimized the volume under the ambiguity surface for 
speci.fied regions of the ambiguity plane. Of the results obtained, 
three cases of interest will be discussed in detail. 
Cases 1 and 2 are examples of ·Haveform synthesis when the clutter 
space is kno\~'!1 by prior knm-rledge to be in a certGin region of the 
(~,wd) plane. A procedure by which a practical pr~blem can be attacked 
when little a priori knowledge is available about the expected clutter 
space is outlined in Cases J. These cases will demonstrate the ability 
or the mean-square optimization technique to solve tuo types of radar 
problems. 
It was proven by convergence in the Newton-Raphson process that 
the oseudo-random binary coded phase modulated waveforms utilizing the 
Barker coded "perfect words" produced a relative minimum mean-square 
estimate to a zero volume ambiguity function for large regions of ~ 
and wd• Logically, then, this form of phase modulation was used for 
initial estimations for the phase magnitude coefficients. 
A. Case 1 
A .five character Barker coded phase modulation of the .form 
Evaluate 
Integrals 
'H2 J Sin(A-;.Bt-ld) dwd 
1-11 udM 








.Ld~ I X (1:', tvd, a 1 ) I 2 d't'dwd 
1J e1-:to n-Ra p;, son 






l_____----------------------------------~1 Pattern Search 
Final Phase Coefficients 
FIGURE 2 
Block Diagram of Digital Computer Program 
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(+ - + + +), vro.s seen to determine an ambiguity surface in one quadrant 
of the form given in Figure 3. For convenience in Figure Jb, the 
squared mar;nitude of the atnbiguity surface is plotted in db do\m from 
. 2 
the peak at IX(O,O)I • Notice in Figure Jb the large side lobes 
appearing ncar the origin with a magnitude close to that of the central 
response peak. lfuen clutter is knovm to be located in an area contain-
ing high ambiguity side lobes,. it is desirable to reduce the ambiguity 
volume vrithin this region. To illustrate this use of the signal design 
technique, the domain 
was chosen for r2duction of ambiguity volume, where the pulse length 
ha.s been nonnalized to 1.0. 
After only two iterations, the volume ·H·ithin the region vTas 
decreased by 81~. The rcsul ting phase modulation function and ambiguity 
surface are given in Figure 4a. Note in Figure 4b the small magnitude 
of the ambiguity function l·Ti thin the region. 
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B. Case 2 
As another example, a greater time-bandwidth product o£ 7 was 
employed and the 7 character Barker code o£ (+ + + - - + -) £ormed the 
initial phase modulation fUnction. As could be predicted, some 
improvement, as seen in Figure S. was made in the ambiguity magnitude 
outside the central peak response. 
However, as in Case 1, an undesirable side lobe appears near tha 
origin; there£ore, the limits o£ 
.14 ~~~ .s1 
4.0~ Wd ~ 11.0 
were chosen to again reduce the ambiguity in this region. A decrease 
o£ 96% in the volume occurred a£ter one iteration, and the signi£icant 
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c. Case .3 
A radar -vmveform -w-ith a time-bandH"idth product of .5 is to be 
designed for an application which required a velocity measurement. 
accuracy of 50 £ps, but a range accuracy of only 1000 ft. Given that 
the transmitting :frequency, f\is .30 GHz, the mean-square optimization 
technique may be utilized for the -vrave:form synthesis by specifying 
the allo-v1able dimensions for the cent,ral spike of the ambiguity surface 
from the accuracy requirements. These dimensions are indicated in 
-Wd 
--to J-'t""r 






Central Response Peak DL~ensions 
From the relationship, 
the range accuracy, Rr, may be given by 
= .!..CT 2 - • N 
wherG 
C = velocity of light 
T = pulse duration 
44 
N = number of phase changes ·- 5. 
'rhe velocity accuracy, Vr• may be given by 
Thus, the pulse length, T, may be determined in [2o], and when 
used in [2~, wdr may also be obtained. The limits for the region to 
be mini.mized for the given requirements will then be 
l'lhere the dimensions have ooen normalized to a pulse length of 1.0. 
The up.:_:;er limits for ""t: and 't'ITd are not stringent as long as enough time 
del~ and doppler shift are included to cover all expected range and 
velocity differentials betv1een targets • 
.. !lith initial conditions as given in Figure 3, three iterations 
·vrere required to converge to the solution given in Figure 8. Although 
there are spotty side lobes along the range axis, si8nificant improve-
ment has been made in the doppler direction, and thus, in the velocity 
resolution. Furthermore, over the ontire region the volume was .56.~ 
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IX. SUHHARY 
A mean-square optimization technique has been introduced which 
determines the phase modulated waveform giving the minimum mean-square 
estimate to any ambiguity function over a specified region of the (~,wd~ 
pl.ane. Specifically, the volume under the ambiguity surface can be 
Ininimizcd by selecting a value of zero for the ambiguity function in 
the desired region. 
Radar ,.;raye:form synthesis by trial a_Yld error analysis has proven 
to be a time consuming and inefficient operation. · A stationary phase 
solution r~stricts the shape of the ambiguity surface, and lacks c~ntrol 
o:f the function off the range and doppler axes. The more direct 
approaches of 'dilcox, Sussman, and Blau fall sh;Jrt prim.::rily because 
o_f their usc of the co.:nplex :ambiguity function. 
For non-convex performanca functionals, which have an unkno~~ number 
of L)c:ll mini.rna, no solution determined by optimization techniques ca.n 
be guaranteed to be optimum; that is, to produce the absolute minimum 
cost .function. The NevJton-Raphson ite1•ativc method guarantees a so1ution 
that gives a sma1ler cost function than all solutions in its vicinity; 
£urthcrmore, the pattern search decreases the probability that a more 
nearly optimum signal design has been overlooked. Limitations to the 
time-band~~dth oroduct used in obtainin~ the results in this study wore ~ 0 
caused by the expense of computer time necessary to solve for a large 
number o.f phasa magnitude coefficients. The integration over "t' by summa-
tions 13f time increments restricts the regions to be synthesized to be 
rectangular; yet, any non-rectangular area may be approximatad by a 
number or smaller rectangul.ar regions. provided the timo increments 
are small. 
49 
The technique has been shown to be a useful and practical detcr~in­
istic approach to radar "t-ra.veform synthesis. .Approximations arbitrarily 
close to the optimum phase modulation can be made by increasing the 
number of phase magnitude coefficients employed. 
so 
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APPENDIX A. Pseudo-Random Binarr.r Coded Phase Hodulation 
An interesting class of phase modulation fUnctions that are usable 
in radar are formed by the use of pseudo-random binary coded sequences. 
The structure o:f the modulation :functions is similar to their sequence 
counterpart; that is, the sequences consist of trains of +1 1 s and -1's, 
and the phase .functions :fonned by them are trains of 7( 1 s and 0 1 s. An 
important dif:ference is that no time can be associated with the sequence, 
while the phase function is ~or 0 for specified increments of time. 
'!he pro~erties of the pseudo-random binary coded sequences can be 
applied to the phase functions forming them. Al1 of the propertios of 
pseudo-random sequences are not of concern here, and may be found in 
the litcrature3,15. 
The ~~biguity function along the time delay axis is the envelope 
of the signal autocorrelation runction. Therefore, the significant 
property of pseudo-random binary coded phase modulation functions will 
be their autocorrelation functions, and it is hig~ly desirable that 
these autocorrelation :functions peak at the oriein and fall off rapidly 
away from the origin. 
There are particular pseudo-random binary coded sequences which 
have· desirable autocorrelation functions. These are called "perfect 
words" or Barker-coded w~rds. Specifically, such words have auto-
correlation £'unctions defined a.s, 
N-1-k {0 or t1 f'or k = 
C(k) = L an8n-f.k = 
n=O N f'or k = 0 
1, 2, ••• , N-1 
where an ard ~k are either +1 or ~ 1. Some or the known perfect -word 
sequences are listed below in Table A1. 
N Perfect Hord 
2 +-
3 + +-
4 ++ - +; + + +-
s +-+++ 
? + + +-
- +-
11 + + + - - - + - - +-
TABLE A1. Perfect Word Sequences 
It can be expcted that radar l·ravcforms lmich have a phase mod-
'!llation function formed froM a Barker coded sequence "V:ill dcter:·.1ine 
ambiguity surfaces v-rhich have loH side lobes near tha ranee axi~, and 
·t-;•ould therefore be h:meficial in certc-:o.in radar applications. Figure A2 
nho,.,.,.s a pseudo-random binary coded phase modulation function formed 
from a 5 character sequence, its corresponding autocorrelation function, 












(a) Phase Modulation Function, (b) Autocorrelation Function, (c) f(~,O). 
ss 
APPENDIX B. Development of the General Solution 
u*(t) = e-j¢(t) 
u ( t - 't:') = ej¢ ( t - ~) • 
The phases, ¢(t) and ¢(t -"t'), may be expres3ed as in Figure 1. The 
time delay, 1:', may be determined using the n?tation of Figure 1 as 
"t: = (M - 1 )AT + A't, 
and 
tn = (H - 1 ) 6.T, 
Hhere AT is merely the pulse length divided by the number of phase 
magnitude coefficients, N. 
By the definition of the ambiguity function in [5]. 
The right-hand side of ~~-may now be expanded: 
lhc,wd,a1 >1 2 = lt"{[eo~ ¢(t) - ¢(t -"'] - jSin@(t) - ¢(t ---c~ • 
. ejwdtdtl2 . 
~ 11:00 Cos~( t) _ 11 ( t _,; B ajwdtdt - j1:";in @< t) - ¢( t - 't"~ aj"dtdtj 2 
Referring to Figure 1, let 
an- 8.n-.L~ =An= ¢(t) - ¢(t -'"t") for tn +A"C ~ t ~ tn +AT [s~ 
~n _ an-M+~ = An' = ¢(t) - ¢(t - -,:) tor tn + t:.T ~ t ~ tn+1 + ll."G 
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So now the integrals may be expressed as: 
A N tn+b.T . N-1 tn+1+6''C 
X("t',lvd,ai) = ~ J f(An)eJHdtdt + ?; I f(An')ejwdtdt, 
n~M tn+b.~ n=~·~+ 1 tn+AT 
1-rhere N is the number of coefficients. 
The two summations m~ be combined to one by summing n from M to N, 
then excluding the· unnecessary terms, as a(t)a(t .- "!.) is only defined 
betlrreen the limits "'t: and T. This is accomplished by multiplying the 
term by a constant T(n,M), defined in a matrix of O''s and 1' s which 
will be zero vmen n = H. Thus, 
Let Bn = Cos(An) - jSin(An) 
Bn' = Cos(An') - jSin(An') 
Then N ~tn+A'l: . tn+bT ·,"l t :ll2 I'X('l:,~Td,ai)l 2 =I~ 1 T(n,H)BneJWdtdt + J Bn'eJ d dJ 
n=H tn tn+~"t" 
= I~ JT(n,M)B_nr.,jwd(tn+A't) _ ejwdt~+ ~Bn' Ejwd(tn+bT) ... ejwct(tn+l\.1:~1~ 2 
n=HL jW'd L JWd 1 
= I ,t fT(n w~> Bn ejwd tn .. jWdt.'"t'/ 2 (Sin l!ctt.'t:/ <U ) 
+ 2Bn' ejwd(t,+t.T~l>'C) SinE'd(t.T-~'t:~( 
Wd 1 
=I~ ejwdtn.£ 2T(n,H)Bn ejwd~~in(t<d~~ + 2Bn' ejwd(t.T2t...:)Sin wd(AT2AJI2 
n=M twd "'d J 
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h J• .. ; d b."C 12 . t f t. f d h ~ 1 f 1-: 3ro e 1.s no a unc J.on o n an as a m.oc...u us o one. 
Substit'J.ting in the values for Bn and Bn'• 
3m:;m:i.ng t'hc. Sf~U<ll'CS of the real and ir11aginary parts: 
A 2 ~N N . I r; . f Y.('"!;·,Hd~.;;.) j :::: ~ 4 2; T(n,~l)T(m,h) LC:)s(~-l'dt11)Cos(A1n-~·1dtm) 
1·~d 2 n=J:1 m=•1 
+ Sin (A11- >Ict t 11) Sin (Am-"d tm ~ Sin 211cl t.'l: / ~ 
·~ L If f fcos(~' _,.7dhT/2-wdtn) Cos(J\n' -ual::S/2-"';d~) 
wd2lD=H m=N l 
+ Sin(A111 -udt:.T/2-,;ctt11)Sin(A,.,' -"dt:.T/2-"dtm~ Sin2,;d (t:.Ti/\'1:~ 
i:lh.ere "L: = Lbecause of the squaring process. Factoring the terms, 
m n 
I~ ( 't:, '''d, ai)l 2 = :8 ~ £ /r(n,M) T(m, M) Cos [An..A,-»'d ( tn-tm~ Sin2wa<~rc/ J 
n=H m=I>ll;.d 2 l . ] 
· . + !!._fcos ~'-Am'-wd(tn-'tm~ Sin2wd(AT-A'I:)l ~2~ . 2 I 
+ Lf@os(A.n-wdtn)Cos(Am.' -l:rdllT/2-wdtm) 
wd2 l_l 
+ Sin (A,-wdt,) Sin(A,. 1 -wd6T /2-wd t,~ Ein wdt:.tc./2 Sin "d ~-T~Il't:~ 
Omttting the trigonometric identities involved in the expansion for 
silnplicity, the result becomes, 
l~<'t:,wd,a1>1 2 = L ~ ~·tcn,l-t)T(m,M)cos~--n-Am-tv-d<t~-tm~ 
w 2 n=H m=M · d . 
+ Cos ~n' -Am' -wd (tn-"tm~ - 2T(n,H)Cos ~n-Am.'+wdAT/2 
-We! <tn-tmTI Cos(wdllT/2)+ {eos ~'-Am' -wd (t,-t,~ . j!~ 
- T(n,M)T(m,M)Cos ~..A,-wd(tn-tmH} Cos {wdA't:) 
·+ eT(n,M)Cos En-Am'+wdAT/2-wd (tn-'tm~ 
- 2Cos ~1 -Am'-~d (tn-tmB Cos WdAT/1Cos{wd(.A't--f) ~ • 
where T(n,M) and T(m,M) are defined as, 
T(n,M) = 1 - ~nM 
T(m,I-1) = 1 - ~mM 




The analytical expression for ~~~(~,wd,a1)) 2 may now be obtained 
aa· 







m-M= i; m= i+M 
n-M+ 1 = i; n= i+M- 1 
m·- M + 1 = i; m=i+M- 1 • 
~iff'~rentiating the previous expression ~J] with respect to ai, 
_2_1~<-c,wd,~>l 2 = L ~ fr(n,~I)T(i,M)Sin~-"d<tn-~B 
aai wd2 n=M l 
· _ T(n,H)Sin~n-Ai+}i-wd(tn-ti+H~ + Sin~'-Ai'-1-td(tn-ti] 
- Sin~'-Al+H-1-wd(tn-ti+M-1D + SinEn'-Ai'-wd(tn-ti] 
- Sin~n•-Ai.+H-1-wd(tn-ti+M-1B 
- T(i,H)T(n,H)Sin En--b.i-''~d ( tn-ti~@os (;·1dA"l:D 
+ 2{- Sin~'-~i-wd(tn-ti~ + Sin~•-Ai+:.f-1 
-"d (t.,-t1+M-1 ~}Cos ~rdAT/~ Cos rd (A'C-A~)) 
+{:(i,M)Sin[At-An'+wd(~+tn-ti~ - Sin~·i+l-1-An' 
"""d ~T+tn-~+}l~ - T(n,M) Sin ~-Ai 1 +wd ~+ti-t.,~ 
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+ T(n, H) Sin ~n-Ai. +M-1+wd <-yt1 +H-1- tnm {cos (w~) 
- Cos{wd(A'C-~)}} [~ 
If the terms in [Bj] are defined by, 
R1 = T(n,M)T(m,M)Cos~n-Am-wd(tn-tm] 
R2 = Cos~· -Am' -vld (tn-"tm~ 
RJ = -2T(n,H)Cos ~n-~'+~.;rd (~+tm-tn~ Co~ 0d~) 
R4 = {cos [An 1 -Am 1 -wd ( tn-tmTI - T(m, H) T(n,l·!) Cos ~-An.-wd ( t,-tm~} Cos ~ldA'l:) 
R.5 = ~T(n,H)Cos ~-Am'+vrd (~+"tm-tn~ 
- 2Cos ~ 1 -\.1 -wd (tn-t!>~ Cos (wd (!1r -Af)) 
and in expression[~ the terms are defined as, 
Q1 = T(n,H)T(i,H)Sin~-Ai -wd (tn-ti~ - T(n,H)Sin~n-Ai+l·I-wd (tn-ti+H~ 
+ Sin~~ -Ai 1 -W'd (tn-ti~ - Sin ~n' -Ai+H-1-lrid (tn-ti+I-!-1 ~ 
Q2::: ~in~'-Ai'-wd(tn-tiB- Sin~'-At+H-1-"rd(tn-ti+H-1~. 
- T(i,M)T(n,I-1)Sin~-Ai-wd(tn-ti~} Cos(wdb."C) 
QJ = 2{- Sin~n.'-Ai'-wd(tn-tiTI . 
+ Sin~ I -At +11-1-wd ( tn-ti +11-1m Cos 0~ Cos (wd (A't' -~>) 
Q4 = ~( i,H) Sin ~-A,. 1+"-'d (~+t,-ti ~ - Sin fi+H-"n 1 -hid (~t,-ti+H~ 
_ T(n,I-1) Sin ~-Ai' +'tv-d (~+ti -tn>J 
+T(n,H)Sin En..At+M-1+w'd (,!fti+M-1-tn~}eos {"dA~- Cos (wd (ll.'t'-~} 
Equation [11] may now be stated simply as, 
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APPENDIX C. The Volume Under the Ambiguity Surface 
The volume can be expressed by the double integral of the ambiguity 
f'unction, 
From Equation [Bj], the expression for ~~(~,wd'~)l 2 is obtained. 
Integration over 't: can be shown to be merely a sui1llllation or M while 
integrating A~ from 0 to bT. Thus, 
w2 N T 2 . 
Volume = J 2: J J2('t",wd,ai) f dtt:cdwd • 
w1 1'-1=1 0 . 
Using the notation that 
w2 SI(A,B,~1) = J Sin(A+B\'\l dw 
w1 wM 
w2 
CI(A,B,M) = J Cos(A+Bi·d dw, 
w1 .J1 
t 11e result 1..r.i..ll be, 
Voluma = ~ f f J2hTJ;.(n,H)T(m,H)CI(A,-Am,-tn+i:m,2) 
H=1 n=H m=Hl L 
+ CI(Ar,'..A,.,-tn+tm,2~ - 2AT~I(A,1-Am 1 , hT-tn+tn,,2)T(n,M) 
+ T(n,H)CI(An-Am 1 ,-tn+tzn,2~ + SI(An' -Am' ,~T-tn+tm,J 
- SI(An'-~',-hT-tn+tm,J)- T(n,rn)T(m,H)SI(An-Am,AT-tn+tm,J) 
+ T(n,l1)T(m,t1)SI(An-Am,-.6T-tn+tm,J) · 
+ 4f(n,M)SI(An-Am• AT-tn+tn,,J) - T(n,l1)SI(An-Am' ,-tn+tm,J~ 
+ zfsr(A,'-A,' ,AT-t,+tm,J) + SI(An'-A,' ,-l>T-t,+tm,J~} (9!] 
It can be seen that the expression for the volume is the sum of 
a set o£ Sin and Cos integrals of the same form and these may be 
integrated vri th high accuracy on the digital computer in the follow-
ing manner: 
xz J. Sin(B+Cx) dx = 
x1 ~ 
x2 f reos(B}Sin(Cx); ~i.n~B)Cos(C~ldx 
X1 L :x!-1 . J 
x1 
= Cos(B) J Sin(Cx) 
x2 ~ 
x1 
dx + Sin(B) J[ Cos(Cx) dx • 
x2 :x.M 
I£ the variables are changed so that, 
















__ 2: u2n+1 (-1) 
n=O (2n+151 
00 
- L u2n+2-H(_1)n , when n I H-2, or H I 2n+2 
n=O (2n+1)t(2n+2-M) 2 
= ]J}i_l!}_( -1 ) (H-2) I 2, when M = 2n+2 • 
-~H-1) l . 
Likewise, 
Cx2 EO. L Cq_s(ul. du ~ L; y2n+1-Mf-.1ln , for n .f H~ 
cx1 w'1 n=O (2n) I 2n+1-i-1) 2 
(M-1}/2 
= ln(u) t-1) , when M = 2n+2 
M-1)! . . 
APPENDIX D. Solution When the Desired k~biguity Function is 
Identically Zero. 
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The cost functional given in Equation [1~ is seen to be the 
volume as expressed in Equation [c!J. To obtain the set of equations 
implied by ~~.· the expression for the volume must be differentiated 
with respect to ai in the same manner as was done to obtain[~. 
If the partial derivative of [c~ is taken, the following result 
will be obtaineds 
~. J J I~( 't', wd, ai) 12 d>dwd = ~ ~ J41>T~(i, M) T(n, M) SI (A,-A1 , -t.,+1>j_, 2) '0~ Wd 1: ~1=1 n=M L 
+ SI(Au'-Ai',-tn+t1,2} - 2~T~(n,M)SI(An-Ai',AT-tn+ti,2) 
+ T(n,N)SI(A0-A1 1 ,-tn+t1,2) - T(i,H)SI(A1-An1 ,AT-t1+tn,2) 
- T(i,H)SI(A1-An' ,-ti+tn,2~ + 2fi(Ai'-An',AT-ti+tn,3) 
- CI(Ai 1-J\t', -bT-t1+tn,3~ + 2 €(i,}1)T(n,H)CI (An-Ai,AT-tn+ti,J) 
~ T(i,H)T(n,Ivl)CI(An-Ai,-bT-tn+tit3~ + 4{-T(n,H)CI(An-Ai' ,bT-tn+ti,J) 
+ T(n,M)CI(Au-Ai 1 , -tn+t1 , J) + T(i,I-1)CI (Ai -An' ,6T-ti +tn• 3) 
- T(i,H)CI(A1-An' ,-t1+tn,3~ + 4{cr(An'-Ai' ,AT-tn+ti,3) 
_ CI <-"n • -Ai • , -AT-tn +ti, 3 ~ + 41>T ~ (n,H) SI (~+:-;-A,. - ti+t·r+tn• 2) 
+ SI(Ai+11-1-An' .~ti+}rftn,2~ - 2AT~I(Ai+rvrAn' ,AT-ti+l·l+tn,2) 
+ SI(Ai+H-An' ,-ti+!-Ftn, 2) - T(n,M)SI(An-Ai+X-1• AT-tn+ti+H-1 ,2) 
- T(n,H)SI(Au-Ai+r-i-1•-tn+ti+H-1 ,2~+ 2~I(An'-Ai+H-1, .bT-tn+ti+M-1 ,3) 
_ CI(An' -Ai+H-1,-~T-tn+ti:+M- 1 , :3~ + 2~(n,H)CI(Ai+i'l-An,l\T-ti+I~n• 3) 
- T(n,H)CI(Ai+J:·~-An,-AT-ti+1·rt"tn,31 + 4~(n,H)CI(An-At+H-1•AT-tn+ti+H-1 ,3) 
- T(n,H)CI(An-At.f-H-1, -tn+ti+l1-1• 3) - CI (Ai+H-An', AT-ti+}i+tn, 3) 
+ CI(Ai+H-An' ,-ti+Wtno3~ + 4~I(A~-1!1-1-A,' ,t>.T-ti+M..1+tn,3) 
- CI(Ai_+M-1-A,',-t>.T-ti+M-1+t.,,3~} = 0 [o~ 
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